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Q: can't find why list takes more memory than string I have a problem with lists... It takes more memory, and I don't understand why? #this is a static python program #it's not reading from a file #you don't have to repeat what i write #it's just an example G = [1, 2, 3] F = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] S = ["a","b","c","d","e","f","g","h","i","j"] S =
S[:1] + S[1:] S = S[1:] + S[:1] S.extend(S) #COUNTING THE MEMORY USED BY THE LIST import sys sys.getsizeof(G) sys.getsizeof(F) sys.getsizeof(S) #and the output is 308 408 So why list takes more memory? A: If you keep the same list of size 1024, and change one element to be a tuple: 1656 2032 2056 What is happening is that a list

which contains a list as an element will still be allocated as a list of size 4096 bytes. Even if you only add 1024 bytes to that. In the second example, you are adding a single element, which is a tuple, not a list. Assessing the potential for endocrine-disrupting compound-contaminated sediment to cause eggshell thinning in the American oyster
(Crassostrea virginica) in the United States.
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